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Abstract: This paper develops deterministic queueing models, using user equilibrium theory,

to explore queueing properties at a bottleneck with various step-toll schemes under fixed,
flexible and staggered working schedules. The results have shown that the benefit brought by
optimal step-tolls under flexible working hours is more than the ceiling of fixed working
hours. The fees for optimal step-toll schemes under staggered working hours should be lower
than those under fixed working hours. At optimal step-tolls, it appears that some commuters

would be reluctant to pass through the toll station at the transitions from higher step-tolls to
lower ones. Introducing suboptimal step-tolls will completely remove such "reluctant queues"

at the cost of slight loss in systems performance.

l.INTRODUCTION

The idea that congestion tolls could reduce congestion appeared as early as in Pigou's literature
(1920). In the past few years, some papers discussed the congestion tolls based on marginal

cost pricing principles (e.g., Morrison,l986) which implicitly assuming that the length of peak

hour is exogenous and that taffrc flow is uniform over the peak hour. It fails to teat the

commuter's departure time decision, which is one of the major factors for causing congestion.

The other approach, based on user equilibrium principle, makes the departure time decision
endogenous, was developed by Vickrey (1969). There were quite a few papers (e.g.,

Hendrickson et al.,l98l; de Palma et a|.,1986;Lan et a|.,1987; Braid, 1989; Arnott et al.,
1990,1993;Luh,1994; Chen er a\.,1995) using Vickrey's approach to deal with congestion

toll issues, but in which a fixed working hours was assumed in the analysis.

Limited attention has been received on the impact of flexible/staggered working hours on

traffic congestion. Although Henderson (1981), D'Este (1985), and Jovanis (1981) erected

theoretical models or applied simulation techniques in exploring the benefits of
flexible/staggered working hours on dispersing traffic congestion, their analytical assumptions

are different from those used in the above-mentioned papers on congestion tolls and user

equilibrium models. Consequently, their results are not easily compared. Lan et al. (1999)

utilized a user equilibrium model to evaluate the effect of flexible/staggered working hours on

traffrc congestion, but did not factor congestion tolls into the analysis.

Theoretically, there are four t)?es ofroad tolls: (i) no toll; (ii) a uniform toll; (iii) a coarse toll,
or called "single step-toll" (Laih, 1994); and (iv) a time-dependent toll (Arnott et al., 1993).

Among these, uniform tolls utilize the same toll rate regardless of whether demand is at peak.

Consequently, they neither affect commuters' departure times nor reduce the concentration of
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trips during peak hours. The optimal settings for time-dependent tolls have been investigated

by Vickrey (1969), Hendrickson et al. (1981), and Arnott et al. (1990). However, their

investigations did not address altemative work schedules. To fill such gaps, this study will
examine the rates and types of congestion tolls under alternative work schedules. The main

purpose is to gain some insights of the effectiveness of various tolls under alternative work

schedule systems on the commuter departure times, dispersal of peak-hour trip demand, and

traffic congestion reduction at a single bottleneck.

2. VARIOUS STEP.TOLLS I'NDER FIXED WORKING HOURS

Following previous studies (e.g., Laih, 1994; Arnott et a\.,1993), the commuter's havel cost

Ui(t) composed of fixed costs (p), queueing delay costs incurred at the bottleneck, early

schedule delay costs, late arrival costs, and congestion toll F(t) are factored into the equation:

Ui(t) = p+ctri(t)+ph;(0+Tp(0+F(t). (l)

Where r1(t), o respectively denote queueing delay and its unit cost, h1(t) , p denote early

schedule delay and its unit cost, pi(t) , y denote late schedule delay and its unit cost. Because

fixed travel cost (p) does not affect the results of the analysis, this paper sets P:0. When

choosing departure times, commuters seek to reduce their travel costs to the lowest possible

level. Thus, if each commuter's travel cost is identical, one will have no way to reduce one's

travel cost by varying departure times to reach the desired user equilibrium.

2.1 Optimal Step-tolls

ln the case of single step-toll, assume that the bottleneck in time period (t;, t;') is levying a flat

congestion toll Fa and no toll in other periods (h , t) and (q', to'). Under user equilibrium
conditions, the travel cost for each commuter can be expressed as G4'

U;(t)=crr(t)+ph(0+Tp(0+F,1:Gs1 Vi Q)

Figure I depicts the equilibrium curve A(t) of cumulative arrivals at the bottleneck. At the

earliest departure time to commuters experience the longest early schedule delay, while at the

latest deparnre time t ' commuters incur the largest late schedule delay, but at neither point do

commuters experience queueing delays. They also avoid paying the toll. At departure times ti

and ti' commuters suffer an early and late schedule delay, respectively. At both times, toll
payments are required but there will exist no queueing delays. According to user equilibrium,

the following simultaneous equations are obtained:

p(x1+x2+x3+x4+xs)= Gal

crx2+p(x3+xa+x5)= G8l
p(x3+xa+x5)+ Far: Gar

cr(x4+x5)+ Far= Gar

yx6*Fg1: Gs1

o(x5+x6)+7x6: G"1

(x5,+x7): G"1
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(x 
1 
*x2+x3+xa+x5+x6+17)p=\.

The solutions are: xr=[(c-p)/(crF) F"r; xz= Far/cr ; x3:[(ct-p)/(ctF)XG"r-F"r);

x4:{ Kylcr)+U tprc+y)lN/p)} -[(o+2y)/(cT)]F"r i
x5=[(o+y)(cry)]F"r-[0/(0fl)](N/tt); xo:t0(0+r)lN / tt)-F t/y; x1=F 211y.

The equilibrium travel cost for each commuter is Gar = t0y(F+y)l(N/p), which is identical to
the equilibrium cost under no toll conditions (Gp) by Lan et al. (1999). This result shows that
commuters can tade off queueing delays against tolls, as long as congestion tolls do not
increase overall tavel costs. Moreover, the slope of the curve of cumulative early arrivals at

the bottleneck is m1(t) = to(a-p)lfr, arriving late is m2(t) = [o/(a+y)]p. Total queueing delay,

Wa, is defined as the area bounded by the cumulative arrival and departure curves in Figure l,
which is expressed as:

w"r=(l/2){[z$n)t@Fl)]@^r2tt)-(2la)F"1N+(p/cr)[y/(p+T)]N'?/p)]. (3)

Setting the first order condition of W"1 to zero yields the optimal toll rate (Far'):

F"1':( I /2) (py)(p+y)l(N/rr).

Note that the optimal toll Fu'is a half
Substituting F"f into equation (3) yields
conditions:

(4)

of the travel cost G, under no toll conditions.
the total queueing delay under optimal toll rate

W"1'=(1/4)(p/cr)tyl(gt)lN'z/rr). (s)

Notice that W"f is also a half ofthe total queueing delay under no toll conditions (Wo) by Lan

et al. (1999). From the results displayed in Figure I it can be seen that the time toll collection

conrmences at tilj+(l/2)tlp+T)lN/p) and terminates at t;': t +{l-(l/2) Ip(pfl)lXN/tt).
Our results are exactly the same as Laih (1994) who utilized completely different approach

with complicated mathematics to derive optimal step-tolls under fixed working hours. This

type of single step-toll will create three queueing peaks, as shown in Figure 2. T\e times of
occurrence of the first twos are at to+(l/2)(l-p/cr)tyffi+l)lN/tt) and tq+[l-

$/2a)llyl(9+t)]N/fr) and both have identical maximum queue lengths:

q",'=(l/2)(B/cr)ty(g+y)lN. (6)

Note that Qor' is also a half of the maximum queue length under no toll conditions (Qr) by Lan

et al. (1999). The third queueing peak occurs at to+{l-(l/2)tp(p+T)l}(N/p) which coincides the

time of termination of toll collection. The queue length for the third peak is (ll2){py/
(cr+yX9+y)])N which is shorter than the first twos. The existence of third queueing peak is due

to a portion of commuters unwilling to pay the toll waiting temporarily in front of the toll station

until the toll has retumed to no toll status before passing through. We refer such queues as

"reluctant queues."
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ln the case of nvo step-tolls, assume that in both periods (ti, ti) and (t1', !') a flat congestion toll
F"1 is levied, and in time period (ts, ts') a higher flat congestion toll Fo is collected, while at all
other times no toll is collected. The equilibrium curve of cumulative arrivals reaching the

bottleneck A(t) is depicted in Figure 3. Using the same method, equilibrium travel cost is Gaz=

IFy(0+y)1N/p) which is identical to Go under no toll conditions. The slope of the curve of
cumulative early arrivals is m1(t)= [o/(ct-P)]p, late arrivals is mdt)=[o/(o+l)]p. The optimal

toll rates are F"1':(l/3)Go:(l/3)t(0y)l(F+r)lN/rr) and, F62'=(213)G,2:Q/3)l(9y)/(9+y)l(Nlrr).

Total queueing delay is W,2'=(l/6Xp/a)ty(0+y)l(N'z/fr):(l/3)Wr. Toll rate F"1'begins at

tj1+{al/3)tyl(0+r)lXN/rr) and F,2' begins at tk1+{(2/3) Iy(P+r)lN/}r)}; then F,z'

ierminates at tk'1+{l-(213)lpl$n\} N/fr) and F"1'terminates at !'=to+{l-(l/3)tp(p+'f)l}
(N/p). Such two step tolls produce five queueing peaks. The queue lengths of the first three

peaks are identical and can be expressed as Q,2'=(l/3)(g/cr) ty(F+f)]N:(l/3)Qe, while for the

other two peaks equal to (l/3){pyl[(cr+1xp+y)]]N, which are shorter than the former three.
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Figure 3. Equilibrium arrival pattem for optimal
two step-tolls under fixed working hours
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If we expand to n step-tolls, equilibrium travel cost is G",,: I0y(0+f)lNlp), total queueing

delay and maximum queue length are, respectively, W-':(l/2)[l(n+l)(p/cr) ty(F+y)](N'zlfr)
and Q-':[/(n+l)](P/o)ty(pq)l which are [(n+l)] of those for no toll conditions. The

optimal toll schemet *" F"1t=[(n+1)]t(Ff/(F+f)lNlp), F62'=2F"r', Fd':3 F"r', ...,

F-*=n1iu,'- tn(n+l)lt(py)(9+f)lN/fr). Our results confirm the conclusions reached by Laih
(lgg4),that for n step-toll schemes, the largest possible reduction in system queueing delay is

n/(n+l).

2.2 Suboptimal Step-Tolls

Notice that optimal step-tolls produce reluctant queues. This paper proposes "suboptimal"

step-tolls, depicted in Figure 4, to eliminate the reluctant queues. As the toll rate reaches the

nth step (the highest rate;6 it remains unchanged until time 1t"; and then instantly drops to no

toll status. Assume that prior to time ! no toll is collected at bottleneck, but after time t1 a flat

congestion toll Fur is collected. Under user equilibrium, the equilibrium curve of cumulative

arrivals at the bottleneck A(t) is shown in Figure 5. At the earliest departure time to commuters

experience the largest early schedule delay, while at the latest departure time to' commuters

incur the highest late schedule delay. At both times, neither queueing delay nor toll payment is

incurred. Ai t; commuters avoid queueing delay, but they experience early schedule delay and

must pay a toll. the equilibrium travel cost is Gur={[Fy/(0+y)](N/fr)+t0/(0+f)lFut] which is

greatei than that of no toll conditions by the amount of tp/(p+y)lFrr. Furthermore, the slopes of

both early and late cumulative arrivals at the bottleneck can be obtained by mr(t):[orl(ct-0)]p

and m2O:[c/(cr+f)]p. The optimal toll rate for suboptimal step-tolls scheme is

Fur'=[(0y)/(g+2T)](N/p), higher than that of optimal step-tolls by the amount of
(t/2){(Fzy)/l(p+yxp+2y)l}(N/p). Total queueing delay under suboptimal toll scheme is

Wo,':it/at(py)tla(g+2y)l)(N,lrr) =(pfly(p+27)lWp, lower than that of no toll conditions

by a ratio of [(wp-w61')/wJ+(p+2y). Toll collection begins at time t: tq+ h/(p+21)]N/F)
and continues throughit.'p.ut traffic period until t": tr'+Fut'/Y. This will prevent the

formation of reluctant queues. Additionally, as Figure 5 demonstrates, two queueing peaks

exist with the same size equal to Qtr':(gy)/[a(p+2T)]N= t$+f)/(F+2v)lQp.

Trrmctq q tr tz tq' f'

Figure 4. Illustration of suboptimal three step+olls Figure5. Equilibrium arrival pattern for suboptimal

single step-toll under fixed working hours

Cost
of
toll

A suboptimal toll can be expanded to n steps by using the same approach. Total queueing delay

and maximum queue length, respectively, are Wun-=(l/2){(py)/tcrp+*(n+1}l}(N'11r1 gdrrd

eu,':(0y)/[crp+crln+l )ry]N, lower than those of no toll conditions by a ratio of nyl[(p+(n+l)y].
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The suboptimal toll schemes are F61':{(pYy[p+(n+l)y]XN/p), Ftz':2Fut', Fu3':3Fut,"',

Fon':npo,*-,r{(py)/tp+(n+lXl}N/p), while equilibrium tavel cost is {(n+l)py)l/[p+(n+l)
ylXN/fr). ln sum, compared with no toll conditions, a suboptimal single step-toll under fixed

working hours can reduce total queueing delay and ma:<imum queue length by a ratio of

7l(p+2y); for two step-tolls the ratio is 2y(p+3y) and for n steps it is n/[p+(n+l)ry]. However'

trnder suboptimal single step-toll, the equilibrium tavel cost is higher than that of no toll

conditions by a ratio of p/(p+2y), whereas for two step-tolls the ratio is 2p(p+3y), and for n

step-tolls is np/[p+(n+l)y]. As n approaches infrnity, the ratio tums out to be p/y. The highest

toll is then Fu.':g(N/p), which is the ceiling of the suboptimal congestion toll.

Table I summarizes the system performance under fixed working hours with optimal and

suboptimal step-tolls. Generally, system performance is the best nnder optimal step-tolls, but

the problem of reluctant queues emerges during the tansition from higher to lower congestion

tolls. Suboptimal step-tolls can eliminate this problem, but the corresponding system

performance is slightly less effective than the optimal ones. Under the optimal step-tolls, peak

period at the bottleneck begins at time to and ends at to', just as under no toll conditions;

Lo*"u"r, under suboptimal step-tolls, peak period begins and ends earlier. Traffc peak will
shift earlier if more steps of the toll schemes are introduced.

Table l. System performance of various step-tolls under fixed working hours

Toll schemes Toll rate Travel cost Total queueing delay

No toll
(Al)

t0/(9+r)lN/rr) (l/2)(p/o)ffiPn)lx
N2/u)

(p/o)Mp+T)lN

Optimal step-tolls
(A2) ",'= [l/(n+l)] x

t0y(9+r)lN/rr)
'a':2F,r'

-':['n(n+l)] x
tBv/(B+v)lfN/u)

tpy/G+r)lN/rr) (l/2)U/(n+l)l x
(0/o)tyl(P+T)lN'?/p)

lU(n+l)l x
(9/a)tv(0+r)lN

Suboptimal step-tolls
(A3)

F61'={(Py)/[B+
(n+lhllN/p)

Fuz'= 2Ftr

ro,':n11PyY1P*
(n+lhllN/u)

{[(n+l)By]/[P+
(n+l)ry1)fi/p)

(1D)(Bta){ytlP+
(n+lrl)(N2/p)

(P/o)/{y/[P+
(n+l)yllN

Benefit from optimal
step-tolls

(Al-A2yAl

0 lr/(n+l)l ln/(n+l)l

Benefit from Sub-
optimal step+olls

(Al-A3)/Al

-np/[p+(n+1h] nyl[p+(n+1)y] nyl[p+(n+l)y]

3. VARIOUS STEP-TOLLS UNDER FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS

3.1 Optimal Step-Tolls
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In the case of single step-toll, assume that a bottleneck between time period (t1 , t;')is subject to

a flat congestionioll F"r, but at other time periods (tq , t, and (tj ', tq') no toll is collected' Let e

represent-the duration of flexible time period. If e < (l/2)(N/p), the curve of cumulative

arrirals at the bottleneck A(t) is shown in Figure 6(a). Using the same approach, we obtain the

equilibrium travel cost G"r : [0y/(91)]N/p-e) which is identical to that of no toll conditions

(G). The slopes of both of iarty ana hte cumulative arrivals at the bottleneck are mr(t) :

io,li"-pllp and mz(t) = to/(a+y)ltr. The optimal toll rate is F.1'=(l/2)[(Pv)l(P+v)](N/p) which

i, 
" 

friffirf equilibriurntravel'cost under no toll conditions with fixed working hours (Gr)'

i..f*i"" O", F.,' is indeperrdent of the duration of the flexible working time period- T" l"3l
queueing delay and maximum quele length under optimal toll rates are respectively W'1

:1ttz11pt"11y(p*rlt (rZlN'/rri-"'r.l and Q"r'=(l/2)(g/a)t/G'?)lN' Additionallv' there is

.tiff tt" ph"no."non of reluctant queue with length (l/2){py/t(a+y)G+f)l}N'

When e >(l/2)(N/p), the curve of cumulative anivals at the bottleneck is shown in Figure 6(b)'

The times at wiricl to[ collection begins and ends coincide with the starting and ending points

of flexible working hours. Equilibrium travel cost is G"r: [0y/(0{'y)][(N/p)-e], identical-to

"itter 
tfre optimal toll rate G.r') or the equilibrium tavel cost under no toll conditions (Gr)

oitained bylan et at. (lggi),implying thit under flexible working hours a fixed congestion

;"il iif;', ir " 
perfect sunoiut" roi thi cost of queueing delay under no toll conditions (Gi)'

Totat queueing delay under optimal step+olls is Wl' :(ilzxflrrxp/cr)[y/(pq)](N-ep)2,

maximum quiue length is {"1'=(p/cr)ty(pfl)1N-ep) and reluctant queue length is

{ (9y/t(o+yXF+y)l } (N-eP).

(a) When e<(l/2)(N/P)

Figure 5. Equilibrium arrival pattern for optimal single step-toll under flexible working hours

In the case of two step-tolls, two flat congestion tolls are collected, Fcl, F"2, respectively, where

Fcz > Fcr. When e < (l/3)i'l/p, equilibrium travel cost is G"z=[gy(F+f)]N/fr-e)' The optimal

;ll # "'" 
r.,t<r)littBilltp*rllCN/p) and F.2'=(2/3)[(pv/G+r)]N/p)' fotul queueing

delay under ttr" optimui slep-iolls is w"z'<tlz)ttpi/f"pi"vll[(l/3)N2/p-e2p], while

maximum queue length is Q'z'--(l/3)[(py)/(ap+cty)]N' When e > (l/3)N/p' the times at which

;;ffi;;1;iiF;il;t".;; ""dr'A"in 
coinciae wittr the starting and ending points oithe

flexible work hours, the equilibrium trdvel cost is G.2=[p/(p+y)]iNlfr)-"1: F"2': GL ]his
;;ili;rt'ir u p"rr"", substitute for the cost of queueing delay under no toll conditions'

N
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The optirr.di toll rate for ^F.f is (ll2)Fr2'. Total queueing delay is w"2'
=(l/a)(l/p)(p/cr)ty(0+y)l(N-ep)2, maximum queue lengrh is e"2'{l/2)(Sta)ty/g+y)lQ{-ep).

Expanding the step-toll schemes to n steps, and when e < [l(n+l)](N/p), the equilibrium
travel cost is G*=[py(p+y)](N/p-e), identical to that of no toll conditions. Optimal toll rates
are F"1':[(n+t)]l0y(F+y)l(N/p), F.2':2F.r',..., and F.n'=rF",'=1n(n+l)J tpy/G+y)l(N/rr).
Total queueing 

^delay under optimal toll schemes is 
- 
w.,'<tDipl"lfylfB.yjf

{tl(n+l)(N'/tD-"'p),and maximum queue length is e"n':[l(n+l)](p/c)ty(p+T)lN. Wf,"n'e
> [(n+l)]N/p, equilibrium ravel cost is G*:[p/(p+r)]N/rr-e). The optimal toll schedules
are F.1*=(l/n)tgfffi+f)lN1p-e), Fc2t=2F"r',..., and'F"prf.,-=ipy(p*f)lN/p-e). Here the
times at which the toll F.n- begins and ends coincide with the starting and ending points of
flexible time period, thus F.n' is equivalent to the equilibrium travel 

"o.i. 
Totul queueing delay

under optimal toll schemes is w.n'=[l(2np)](p/a)ffip+y)l(N-ep)2, maximum qu",r" t"rrgth i,
Q.n':( I /n)(p/a) ty(p+y)l (N-err).

3.2 Suboptimal Step-tolls

In the case of single step-toll, assume that at a bottleneck prior to time tj no toll is collected, but
after t;a fixed congestion toll F61is collected. when e < I(p+T)/0+2y)l(N/p), the equilibrium
curve of cumulative arrivals at the bottleneck A(t) is depicted in Figure 7(a). Equilibrium tavel
cost is G61=[0y(F+y)](N/fr-e)+[p/(pfl)]F61, slightly greater than that of no toll conditions by
tr4p+'y)JFar. The optimal.toll rate for suboptimal toll scheme is Fdr'=[(pyy(p+Zy)]Wf.j
which is independent of the length of flexible work hours- Total queueing defay unati tile
suboptimal toll scheme is w61'=et2)(pyta){tl(p+2916N'z1r.)-tr(0+y)1"'[1 *j maximum
queue length is Q61':(py)/ [o(P+27)]-N. Collection ofthe abovesuboptimal step-tolls begins at
tj:\+fy / (P+2y)l(N/rr) and ends at t"= q' +lp / (S+2y)l(N/p). Wher e) (p+r)rc+27)l$lu),
collection of the congestion toll begins at time tj: to+ (N/p-e) and ends at t"= t.* F61/y. Under
these conditions commuters will not be late for work, and the termination of flexible time
period is concutent with the end of peak trafiic. The curve of equilibrium cumulative arrivals
at the bottleneck A(t) is shown in Figure 7(b). Equilibrium travel cost is G61:p[(N/p)-e], while
the optimal toll rate is F61':B[(N/[)-el. Total queueing delay is wo,'=(tlzxiip11pi"y6i'r-"py,
and maximum queue length is Q61'=(p/a)(N-ep).

te t1='+ . trme
t =t'

(b) When e>(p+Ty(p+2y)lN/p)

single step-toll under flexible working hours

tq q r'+ t'tr. Time

(a) When e<[(p+1)(p+2y)]fl /p)

Figure 7. Equilibrium arrival pattern for suboptimal

-.4,
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In case of n step-tolls and when e < t(pflytp+(n+lh])N/Ir), the equilibrium travel cost is

ca"=[0y(0+y)](N/p-e)+tp(0+T)lFon-, suboptimal tolls are F61':{pv/[p+(n+l)v]](N/p),

fro=ifo,',... and F6n':1p0,'=1np/[p+(n+l[]](N/p).^ Total queueing delay is

fr".=(VZxpto){y/tp+(n+l)yl}Nr/p)-(l/2X0/a/ty(0+y)le2p and maximum queue length is

q;<b/cr)/iyl1p+1n+tyy11N. When e >{(p+Tytp+(n+l;,1](N/p), the equilibrium travel cost

will be G6n=p(N/p-e1, suUoptimat toll schemes -e fa,L(tA)F(N/p-e), Faz*:2Fat""'' and

Fon*=rFa,{p(Nlp-.). Here ia,'is equivalent to the travel cost, and the toll collection period

*a n."iUt" time period start and .nd 
"o.r".ro"ntly. 

Total queueing delay under suboptimal

;itrl;wJ:iiiii"lfpt"l(1/pXN-ep)2 and maximum queue length is Qo".:(t/n)(p/c)(N-ep).

The system performance under optimal and suboptimal step-toll schemes'are summarized in

f abli 2. Under the same condition, the optimal step-toll always results in better performance

than the suboptimal toll schemes, but leads to the problem ofreluctant queues' Such queues

Toll schemes

No toll
(A1)

Optimal stePtolls
(A2)

e<[l(n+l)](N/P)

Optimal steP-tolls'
(82)

e>[l/(n+l)](N/p)

Suboptimal step-
tolls (A3)

e<{(P+'rYlP+
(n+lhllNip)

Suboptimal steP
tolls (B3)

e>{(p+Yylp+
I

Benefit
from
optimal
step-tolls

Benefit
from sub

-optimal
step-tolls

(p/o)lv(9+Y)l x

ll/G+l)lx
(p/o)MP+T)lN

(l/nX9/o)x

lvlGt)lN-ep)

(P/cr/{/[P+
(n+lhllN

(l/n)(F/oXN-ep)

l-[/(n+l)] x

l-(l/n)

l-(p+lytp+
(n+1)ryllN/(N-ep)I

l-(l/n)(l+P/7)

Table 2. System performance of various step-tolls under flexible working hours

(1/2Xplct)[Y/(F+Y)]

x {tl(n+l)l(N'?/p)-
e2p)

0v(Bt)lN/p-eF"1': [(n+l)] x
t0v(F+r)lN/rr)

'"2'=2F"t'

r""':1n/1n+l)l X

ll(2np)X9/o) x
tylG+T)lN-eF)'z

t0y/G+r)lN/p-e'",'=(l/n)tP/(0+r)l

x (N/p-e)

F"z'= 2F"t'

'-'ipr(pq)l(Ntrr-
(l/2)(P/cr){Y/[P+
(n+l)ylXN'?/p)-

(1/zXp/olt(P+r)I
x e2p)

+[g(9+r)]Fa,'
dr'=pTl[p+(n+lr] x

(N/tt)
'r'= 2 Fa,'

r*'=1p14p+1n+tlryl

ar'nl/n)p(N/p+)
'a'= 2Far'

[n/(n+l)] x

l-(l/n)[(N-ep/

{nT/[p+(n+lh]] x

l-(l/n)(l+P/1)x
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Toll rate Travel cost oueueins dt

rHI'\f ' IrJ\"'F (l/2X0/o)M9+r)l
x (N/u-eXN+ep)

9N/p-e) ll(2np)l@/a)x
(N-el.)'

lAl-A2)
AI

0

'Al-82)
'Al

0

Al-43)
AI

-{n9/[P+(n+lr]
x tN/CN-eu)l)

Al-B3)
AI

-9tt
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are completely eliminated through suboptimal step-toll schemes. Table 2 shows that under
flexible working hours in comparison with no toll condition, when e<[l(n+l)]N/p, total
queueing delay for optimal tolls can be reduced by a ratio of [n(n+l)]{l/[l-(epA{)2]}; when
e>[/(n+l)]N/p it is reduced by a ratio of {l-(l/n)[(N-ep)/(N+ep)]]. Both ratios are greater
than that of fixed working hours, n/(n+l). If a suboptimal step-tolls is utilized, when
e<{(p+y/[p+(n+l]yl]N/p, total queueing delay will be reduced by the ratio of
{nyl[p+(n+1]yl]{l/tl-(epN)21}; when e>{(p+rylp+(n+l}yl}N/p the reduction ratio will be
l-(l/n)(l+p/y)[(N-ep)/(N+ep)]. Both reduction ratios are greater than that of fixed working
hours, (ny)i[p+(n+1[]. In other words, the effectiveness of a step-tolls in reducing queueing
delay is more marked under a flexible work hours system than under a fixed work hours
system.

4. VARIOUS STEP.TOLLS I]NDER STAGGERED WORKING HOURS

4.1 Optimal Step-Tolls

There are two types of staggered working hours systems, step-Ope and uniform-type (Lan et
al., 1999). This paper will focus on the uniform-type staggered working hours system.
Commuters accumulated by starting work time form a line with the slope o{ol>p). The first
commuter starting work time is to and the last starting work t'. The time length benveen them is
d= t'-to=N/ro.In the case of single step-toll, a flat toll Fyr is levied during time period (tj, tj')
while at times (to, t;) and (tj ', tq') there is no toll. The equilibrium cumulative arrivals at the
bottleneck A(t) is shown in Figure 8. The equilibrium travel cost is Gyr :[0/G+r)]Ot/rrXt-
p/ro). The slope of cumulative early arrivals is m1(t) =p/[-(p/cr)(l-p/ro)]; similarly, for the late
anivals is mdt)=p/[+(/a)(1-p/or)]. Both slopes are identical to those of no toll conditions.
The optimal toll is-Fyr':(t/Z)tpy/$+l)(tl/pXl-p/ro):(l/2)c,. Total queueing delay under
optimal tolls is wrr'=(9/cr)[t(ptnN%Xl-p/ro)=(l/2)w,' and maximum queue length is
Qy;=(U2)(P/a.)ty(9+y)lN(t-p/ro):(l/2)Q,'. where Gu, W,', Q,'are respectively exprissed
as equilibrium travel cost, total queueing delay and maximum queue lehgth under no toll
condition (Lan et a1.,1999). Furthermore, there is still the problem of a reluctant queue with
length (l/2){0ylt(cr+f)(9+y)l}N(l-/ro). [n the case of multiple step-tolls, equilibrium navel
cost, total queueing delay and maximum queue length are (l-p/co) times those of fixed working
hours.

4.2 Suboptimal Step-Tolls

In the case of single step-toll, assume that at a bottleneck pnor to time t; no toll is collected and
after ! a flat congestion toll is collected. The equilibrium cumulative arrivals at the bottleneck
A(t) is shown in Figure 9. The equilibrium travel cost is G,r :tpyl(P+f)lNlp)(t-
dro)1t0(9+y)1F,1, greater than that of no toll conditions by tg(F+f)1F,1. The optimal toll rate
is F,1'=[pyl(p+2y)]N/pxl-p/or). Total queueing delay is W,r'=itpl")ty(0+2y)iN2/p)(l-p/ro)
and maximum queue length is Q,,'= (pla)ly/(p+2y)]N(l-rr/ro). In case of multiple step-tolls,
equilibrium travel cost, total queueing delay and maximum queue length are (l-p/<o) times
those of fixed working hours also.
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N

Num-
bcr
of com-
mutss

r' q'

Figure 8. Equilibrium anival pattem for optimal

single step-toll under staggered working hours

Figure 9. Equilibrium arrival pattern for suboptimal

single step-toll under staggered working hours

5. SENSITTVITY ANALYS$

Following previolx; studies (e.g. small, 1982;L,an et al.1999), assume c=$6.4/hr, p=$3'gltr

and y:$iS:f/hr, N=1800 commuters, each commuter drives one car and passes through a

bottleneck in order to reach the destination. The capacity of the bottleneck is p=900 cars per

hour. Under fixed work schedules, all commuteri anive at work at 9:00; under flexible

working hours, between 8:30 and 9:00; and under uniform-type staggered system between 8:30

and 9:01. Utilizing the analytic models for step-tolls, the system performance under three

different work scheades with various step-tolls are displayed in Table 3.

It is clear from Table i orat optimal step-tolls generate reluctant queues' Though suboptimal

step-tolls do not produce reluctaot q,r"u"r, theii performance are inferior to optimal step-tolls

scheme across the range of meas*"i in thit example' The results of these calculations are also

.t o*, in Figure 10. The charts (a), (b), (c) depict the changes in queues-through the bottleneck

at any moment throughout td;;-ilc -th ho*t for the fixed, flexible, and staggered

working schedules, resf,ectively, with no toll, optimal single step-toll and suboptimal single

step-toll schemes.

The effects of bottleneck capacity, unit costs of queueing, early and late schedule delays on

total queueing delay ure si*ila. as the results of Lan et al. (1999). Thus, the following two

p*ur.r"t"r, irict,raing number of steps in step-tolls and the length of flexible/staggered time

will be discussed for sensitivity analysis. The effect of number of steps (n) in optimal and

suboptimal step-tolls on totat qu"ueing delay under alternative work schedules is shown in

figrrr" ff. liote that total queuein! delay. decreases as n increases, but the level of

efectiveness gradually dropr oif* n ipprou"h"t infinity. Regardless ofthe work schedules

system in queJtion, oplimaistep-tolls are always superior to subontila] ones in total queueing

delay reduction, but-the diffeience between the two schemes will become nalrower as n

increases. In fact, one can easily show that as n approaches infinity, total queueing delay will

approach zero.

The results of varying e and d under single step-toll are shown in Figure 12' Under flexible

working hours with optimal stgP-tolls, when e<[1/(n+l)]N/p, total queueing delay- (W"r')

differentiated uy " is OW";)6s= -(p/o)[/g'{)]ep; and when *[l(n+l)]N/p the
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differentiation is dW.1'laF -(l/nxp/a)tyffi+y)l(N-ep). With suboptimal step-tolls the
respective differentiations are when e<{@fl/tp+(n+l}l}N/p then OWor'/0e: -(F/a)ty(0+y)l
ep; when pt$flytp+(n+1)yllN/p then 6W61'/0e= -(l/n)(p/o)(N-ep). Therefore, as the
length of flexible time (e) increases, its effect on reducing total queueing delay grows larger.

Under staggered working hours of uniform-type with the optimal step-tolls, total queueing
delay differentiated by d is a$r'/ad:-(l/2)[(n+l)](0/a)ty(0+y)lN; with suboptimal step-
tolls the differentiation yields OW,1'/Od:-(l/2)(p/a){ylll4p+1n+l[]]N; both are independent
of d. As d increases, the reduction rate of total queueing delay is greater under suboptimal
step-tolls than under optimal ones.

Finally, as e and d increase, total queueing delay will decrease accordingly. Regardless of the
working schedules system in question, as rd=N/p, total queueing delay will drop to zero.

No toll

Fixed

work

hours

Flexible

work

hours

Staggered

work

hours

Starting work hour

Peak hour period

Toll rate ($)

Period of toll collection

Max. queueing delay (min.)

Travel cost ($)

Total queueing delay (veh-hr.)

Max. queue length (veh.)

Reluctant (veh.)

Starting work hour (flexitime)

Peak hour period

Toll rate ($)

Period of toll collection

Max. queueing delay (min.)

Travel cost ($)

Total queueing delay (veh-hr.)

Max. queue length (veh.)

Reluctant (veh.)

Starting work hour

Peak hour period

Toll rate ($)

Period of toll collection

Max. queueing delay (min.)

Travel cost ($)

Toal queueing delay (veh-hr.)

Max. queue length (veh.)

9:00

7:24-9:24

;
6.2

873

r:
8:30-9:00

7:18-9: l8

;
4.7

819

,:

8:30-9:00
7: lE-9:18

;
4.7

655

a:

Optimal step
tolls
9:00

7:24-9:24

3.1

8:12-9:12

29

6.2

437

437

129

Subptimal step-
ls

9:00

7:14-9:14

3.5

8:08-9:28

33

6.9

486

v
8:30-9:00

7: l8-9: l8
3.1

7:54-9:09
)')

4.7

383

437

t29
8:30-9:00
7:18-9: l8

2.3

8:06-9:06
))
4.7

327

327

97

8:30^.9:00

7:08-9:0E

3.5

8:01-9:22

32

5.4

432

T
8:30-9:00
7: l0-9: l0

2.6

8:03 -9:20
24

5.2

364

364
Reluctant

Table 3. The results from examples
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Queue
length
(Veh.)

Queue
length
(Veh.)

Bottleueck Trallic Congestion under Alternative Work Schedules with Various Stcp-Toll Scbemes

7:30 7:45 8:00 8: 15 8:30

(a) Fixed working hours

7:00 7:15 1:45 8:00 8:15 8:30

(b) Flexible working hours

7:00 7:15 7:30 7:45 8:00 8:15 E:30

(c) Staggered working hours

8:45 9:00 9:15 9:30

Figure l0 Changes in queue length under altemative working hours with various tolls

9:00 9: l5 9:308:45

9: l59:008:45 9:30

i ... No rotti ..,/
,.{'.....

(3il*1'K

- No toll

Optimal single ""'.,,.^ r/
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Figure 12. The effect offlexible and staggered time

length on total queueing delay

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Theoretically, according to previous literature it is possible to attain a state in which the

bottleneck queues are cffietely eliminated under user equilibrium' Practically' time-

a"p"ra"", tott, n"""r.it t. ;a #y advanced technology such as electronic toll collection

(ETC) employing automatic vehicle identification and contactless smart cards, but must take

into account the privacy rights as well as the willingrress of citizens to accept the system'

Although step-tolls cannot completely eliminate queueing delays, they are effective in

ameliorating tfrem. l,aih liee+;, in examining step-d[s, camg !o 
the.conclusion that if single

step-toll is utilized, at most a traif of tne total systan queuing delay will be eliminated' while if
;;;, are utilized, *t" grut"tt possible efiectiveness is n/(n+l). Laih et al' (1997) also

pointed out when a step-toil is empioyed, it is necessary to construct a "waiting lane" in front of

the toll-station to accommodate the 
l'reluctant queue;," those 

-who 
are.unwilling to enter the-

station during ttr" t *riiion feriod between higher and lower tolls' The desigrr and operation of

such toll-stations may be complex and diffrcult'

This paper has developed analytic queueing models to examine queueing properties at a single

bottleneck under optimal and suboptimal step+olls with fixed, flexible, and staggered working

schedules. The results of fixed working hours under optimal step-tolls are exactly identical to

those of Laih (lgg4)*f,o 
"r"a 

compljely different approach, confirming the accuracy of our

analytic models.

Regardless of the types of work schedules, it is found that system performance is the best under

optimal step-tolls, u,rt ,et.rcta"t queues will appear as tolls transition from higher to lower

levels. Under fr*"a *ortiig ho*., optimal n siep+olls can reduce total queueing delay and

maximum queue length by a ratio of n/(n+l) in compatison with no toll conditions' As the

number of steps ir, ,tsp-i611. approaches infinity, congestion at-the bottleneck disappears

completely, 
"q.riual"nt'to 

a timl-aependent toli prongse! U1 ,1.** (1969)' To avoid

reluctant queues, tfri. fup". .""o.-"nd" the adoption of suboptimal step-tolls' although they

are not as effective as optimal step-tolls'across the range of syst4m performance measures'

Under fixed working hours, suboptimal step-toll can reduce total queueing delay and

maximum queue length by a iatio ofny/[p+(n+1)ry] in comparison with no toll conditions'

--S.Tgctd 
Goboptitri)tt. 

---t--'rkibt (or*.)lt. -'---.'il'"Lr'-,
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